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In this work, we propose an exactly solvable two-dimensional lattice model of strongly correlated
electrons that realizes a quantum anomalous Hall insulator with Chern number C = 1. First, we
show that the interplay of ionic potential, Rashba spin-orbit coupling and Zeeman splitting leads
to the appearance of quantum anomalous Hall effect. Next, we calculate in an exact manner Chern
number for the correlated system where electron-electron interactions are introduced in the spirit
of Hatsugai-Kohmoto model using two complementary methods, one relying on the properties of
many-body groundstate and the other utilizing single-particle Green’s function, and subsequently we
determine stability regions. By leveraging the presence of inversion symmetry we find boundaries
between topological and trivial phases on the analytical ground. Notably, we show that in the
presence of correlations onset of topological phase is no longer signalled by a spectral gap closing.
We provide a clear understanding of this inherently many-body feature by pinpointing that the
lowest energy excited states in the correlated system are no longer of the single-particle nature and
thus are not captured by a spectral function.

I. INTRODUCTION

Research on the intersection of topological phases and
strongly correlated systems has attracted significant at-
tention in recent years [1]. This is mostly because the de-
scription of topological properties of the correlated mat-
ter remains an open, though intensively studied [2, 3],
problem, as most available classifications concern non-
interacting systems [4–8].

Apart from rare examples [9–11], usually correlations
are taken into account together with non-trivial topol-
ogy by mapping effects of many-body interactions into
the effective single-particle picture possibly encompass-
ing symmetry breaking phases. In that manner the re-
sulting effective Hamiltonian is suitable for topological
analysis within the known classifications. Illustrative ex-
amples not involving symmetry broken states are for in-
stance topological Kondo insulators where the effect of
strong correlations is mostly accounted for by renormal-
ization of hybridization gap and up-shift of the atomic
level of f -electrons [12, 13]. On the other hand, a well-
known example involving symmetry broken states is the
one proposed by Raghu et al [14] where appearance of
topological state, and also opening of the charge gap is
linked to the onset of interaction driven charge density
wave.

In the present work we address the problem of inter-
play between correlations and topology from a different
angle [15], which recently gained some attention [16, 17].
Namely, we aim on analyzing effect of correlations on
a Chern insulator by taking into account only part of
the full Hubbard type of interaction in the Hatsugai-
Kohmoto spirit (HK) [18], i.e. interaction term local in
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momentum space, that, when strong enough, leads to the
opening of the charge Mott gap that can be analyzed with
the exact calculations. In the past such a form of interac-
tion has been used for description of so-called statistical
spin-liquid [19, 20] and its instability towards supercon-
ductivity [21]. Moreover, more recently, the same inter-
action was advocated to be essential when it comes to the
understanding of discrete symmetry breaking on a Mott
metal to insulator transition [22] as well as properties of
high Tc cuprate superconductors [23].

In terms of a platform realizing Chern insulator, here
we analyze a model system that, up to the best of our
knowledge, was not yet reported to host topologically
non-trivial states. Namely, we show that electrons on the
square lattice in the presence of ionic potential, Rashba
spin-orbit interaction and Zeeman splitting in a rather
wide range of parameters realize a quantum anomalous
Hall state. We note that experimental realization of
the proposed model system in the uncorrelated scenario
seems to be feasible either in a synthetic version in the
optical lattice with engineered spin-orbit coupling [24, 25]
or in thin layers of ionic insulators doped with magnetic
ions.

Our exact analysis of the topological properties of
the proposed model performed with two complementary
techniques, based on exact many-body groundstate as
well as single particle Green’s function [26, 27] unveiled
that (i) the quantum anomalous Hall state, though in
narrower range of parameters than in uncorrelated case,
survives despite high but finite values of interactions and
(ii) the spectral gap is not closing at the topological phase
transition even for small values of interactions. The lat-
ter finding, being a clear manifestation of the inherently
many-body nature of the considered system, is addressed
in detail in the present work.
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II. MODEL

Our starting point is a single-orbital ionic Rashba
model in the presence of Zeeman splitting on the bipartite
square lattice enriched by Hatsugai-Kohmoto interaction
[18]

H = −t
∑
〈ij〉σ

c†iσcjσ +
∑
iσ

(V (−1)i + σh− µ)niσ

+
∑
〈ij〉

(
iα(c†i↑, c

†
i↓)(rij × σ)z

(
cj,↑
cj,↓

)
+H.c.

)
+ U

∑
k

nk↑nk↓

(1)

where t is the nearest-neighbour hopping, V is the
strength of the ionic potential, (−1)i∈A = 1 and
(−1)i∈B = −1, h Zeeman field, α amplitude of Rashba
spin-orbit interaction, rij measures the distance between
sites i and j, σ = {σx, σy, σz} is vector of Pauli matri-
ces, and U is amplitude of the many-body interactions.
Throughout the whole paper we assume half-filling that
is realized for chemical potential set as µ = U/2. More-
over, we set t as an energy unit, i.e. t = 1. We note that
HK interaction can be seen as a part of the Hubbard
interaction,

U
∑
i

ni↑ni↓ =
U

N

∑
k,p,q

c†k+p−q↑c
†
q↓cp↑ck↓

for k = p = q, that is responsible for splitting between
Hubbard bands and eventually opening a Mott gap once
the interactions are strong enough [18, 22, 23]. At the
same time, we underline that the presence of the split-
ting between Hubbard bands by HK interaction for arbi-
trarily small amplitudes U has no analogy in the system
with Hubbard interaction where Fermi-liquid behavior is
expected.

Considered model is exactly solvable as it can be di-
agonalized after Fourier transformation to the reduced
Brillouin zone (RBZ). Namely, the above model can be
cast into the following form

H =
∑

k∈RBZ

ψ̂†k

(
σz⊗[<(gk)σx+=(gk)σy+εk1]+V σx⊗1

+h1⊗σz−
U

2
14

)
ψ̂k + U(nk↑nk↓+nk+Q↑nk+Q↓)

]
(2)

where gk = 2α sin ky − i2α sin kx, εk = −2t(cos kx +

cos ky), ψ̂†k = {c†k,↑, c
†
k,↓, c

†
k+Q,↑, c

†
k+Q,↓} with Q =

{π, π}.

III. TOPOLOGY OF MANY-BODY
GROUNDSTATE

A. Chern number of the groundstate

Our Hamiltonian can be efficiently expressed as

H =
∑

k∈RBZ

∑
n

|α̂nk〉Ĥnk〈α̂nk| (3)

in the Fock space with distinguished not-mixing sectors
with a given integer number of particles for a given k in
RBZ, n ∈ {0− 4} i.e.,

|α̂0
k〉 ={|0k;0k+Q〉
|α̂1

k〉 = |↑;0〉 , |↓;0〉 , |0;↑〉 , |0;↓〉
|α̂2

k〉 ={|↑↓;0〉 , |0;↑↓〉 , |↓;↓〉 , |↓;↑〉 , |↑;↑〉 , |↑;↓〉}
|α̂3

k〉 = |↑↓;↑〉 , |↑↓;↓〉 , |↑;↑↓〉 , |↓;↑↓〉 ,
|α̂4

k〉 = |↑↓;↑↓〉

(4)

and with Hamiltonian sectors apart from trivial H0
k =

H4
k = 0 defined as

Ĥ1
k =σz ⊗ (εk12 + <(gk)σx+=(gk)σy) + h12 ⊗ σz

+ V σx ⊗ 12 −
U

2
14

Ĥ3
k =σz ⊗ (εk12 −<(gk)σx−=(gk)σy) + h12 ⊗ σz

− V σx ⊗ 12 +
U

2
14

(5)

and

Ĥ2
k =


2εk 0 0 −V 0 V
0 −2εk 0 −V 0 V
0 0 −2h− U −gk 0 gk
−V −V −g∗k −U gk 0
0 0 0 g∗k 2h−U −g∗k
V V g∗k 0 −gk −U

 . (6)

For the reason that the chemical potential, µ = U/2
sets the filling in our system to 2 not only on average but
at each k in RBZ, the global many-body groundstate
is the groundstate |ψg(k)〉 of Ĥ2

k. Therefore, here we
calculate Chern number of the whole system as the one
corresponding to |ψg(k)〉, i.e

C =
1

2πi

∫
k∈RBZ

d2k
(
∂kx〈ψg(k)|∂ky |ψg(k)〉

− ∂ky 〈ψg(k)|∂kx |ψg(k)〉
) (7)

In Fig.1 we show phase diagrams obtained by direct
integration with the use of discretization of RBZ [28].
We note that the phase diagram is not affected by the
strength of α, given that it is non-zero, and for all numer-
ical calculations we set α = 0.5. As it can be seen, even
for extremely large values of interaction amplitude Chern
insulator survives, though in a very restricted region that
seems to asymptotically reduce to a line. In the following
we shall analyze that behavior on the analytical ground.
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FIG. 1. Topological phase diagrams (”C” on the plots denotes Chern number) on V − h plane for (left panel) uncorrelated
system and (right panel) correlated systems characterized with selected values of interaction amplitude U .

B. Parity eigenvalues analysis

Analysis of Ĥ2
k at time reversal invariant momenta

(TRIM) k∗i , due to presence of inversion symmetry, can
be useful in determination of borders between topolog-
ical and trivial phases, provided that they differ by the
parity of the Chern number. Here this seems sufficient as
our numerical analysis unveils the presence of only one
type of topological phase (cf. Fig. 1) with C = 1.

First, we find eigenstates |nk∗i 〉 and eigenvalues Enk∗i
of Ĥ2

k∗i
, where TRIM in RBZ can be choosen as k∗i ∈

{Γ, X}. Two lowest energy states are |1k∗i 〉 ≡ | ↓, ↓〉 with
the eigenvalue E1k∗i

= −U−2h and |2k∗i 〉 with eigenvalue
E2k∗i

; the latter being the lowest eigenvalue of the matrix 0
√

2εk∗i u−
√

2εk∗i u+√
2εk∗i u−

−U−
√
U2+16V 2

2 0√
2εk∗i u+ 0 −U+

√
U2+16V 2

2

 ,

u± =

√
1± U√

U2 + 16V 2
,

(8)

that is simply one of the blocks from block-diagonal form
of Ĥ2

k∗i
obtained with a suitable unitary transformation

and spanned by {| ↑↓, 0〉, |0, ↑↓〉, 1√
2
(| ↑, ↓〉−| ↓, ↑〉)} Fock

states.
At TRIM states |nk∗i 〉 are also eigenstates with eigen-

values ηn of parity operator

P =


1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

 (9)

as P Ĥ2
kP = Ĥ2

−k implies that [P, Ĥ2
k∗ ] = 0. At both

TRIM we have that η1 = −1 and η2 = 1. Formally, by

defining

(−1)ν =
∏
i∈Γ,X

sgn[E1k∗i
− E2k∗i

]. (10)

ν = 0 signals trivial insulator and ν = 1 topologically
nontrivial state. In other words, phase transition be-
tween trivial and nontrivial topological states takes place
when groundstate and first excited state, having opposite
parity, interchange. Now we shall analyze specific phase
boundaries displayed in Fig. 1.

First we examine conditions for transition from the
trivial insulator to the Chern insulator with increasing
Zeeman splitting h, i.e. from the ”bottom” - cf. Fig.
1. At critical Zeeman splitting which we denote hb two
lowest energy levels at TRIM X cross. At this momenta
these energy levels are found exactly: E1X = −U − 2h
and E2X = − 1

2 (U +
√
U2 + 16V 2). Condition that

E1X = E2X sets the bottom topological phase transition
as

hb(V,U) =
1

4
(
√
U2 + 16V 2 − U). (11)

On the other hand topological phase transition into the
same Chern insulator phase but with decreasing h (from
the ”top” - cf. Fig. 1) takes place at critical h = ht when
E1Γ = E2Γ, i.e. is associated with crossing between low-
est lying energy levels at Γ TRIM. Here E2Γ can’t be ob-
tained exactly (apart from U = 0 case), therefore we find

second order correction to E2Γ in the limit
√

2εΓ/U � 1
(ensuring that E2Γ is well separated from the two other
eigenvalues of (8)). In result we find that

E2Γ ' E2X −
(
√
U2 + 16V 2 − U)(2εΓ)2

√
U2 + 16V 2(

√
U2 + 16V 2 + U)

(12)

Consequently, approximate critical Zeeman splitting
for the ”top” topological phase transition reads

ht(V,U�
√

2εΓ) = hb(V,U)+
(
√
U2 + 16V 2 − U)2ε2Γ√

U2+16V 2(
√
U2+16V 2+U)

(13)
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We also note that in uncorrelated case
ht(V,U = 0) =

√
16 + V 2.

In result, region on V −h plane where Chern insulator
with C = 1 is realized, lies between boundaries set by
hb(U, V ) and (if U is sufficiently large) ht(U, V ), and only
asymptotically vanish when U →∞, while for large but
finite U forms a sharp edge (cf. Fig. 1).

IV. SINGLE PARTICLE GREEN’S FUNCTION
PROPERTIES

A. Spectral function and absence of gap closing

In the previous section we have shown that the topo-
logical phase transition is signalled by crossing between
ground state and first excited state, both many-body
Fock states that takes place at one of the time-reversal
invariant momenta. This usual and expected behavior,
as we are going to analyze in this section, does not entail
closure of the spectral gap.

We first define

Ĥk =

4⊕
n=0

Ĥnk and |α̂k〉 =

4⊕
n=0

|α̂nk〉. (14)

Now, we can find unitary transformation Tk, such that

T †kĤkTk = Êk is diagonal. In result we can obtain spec-
tral function as

A(k, ω) =
1

π
=Tr[Ĝk(ω − iδ)] (15)

where Matsubara Green’s function reads

Ĝk(iω) =


G1,1
↑,↑ G1,1

↑,↓ G1,2
↑,↑ G1,2

↑,↓
G1,1
↓,↑ G1,1

↓,↓ G1,2
↓,↑ G1,2

↓,↓
G2,1
↑,↑ G2,1

↑,↓ G2,2
↑,↑ G2,2

↑,↓
G2,1
↓,↑ G2,1

↓,↓ G2,2
↓,↑ G2,2

↓,↓

 (16)

with matrix elements obtained from Lehmann represen-
tation as

Gn,n
′

σ,σ′ (iω) =
∑
m

[ 〈0|cn,σ|m〉〈m|c†n′,σ′ |0〉
iω − (Em − E0)

+
〈m|cn,σ|0〉〈0|c†n′,σ′ |m〉
iω + (Em − E0)

]
.

(17)

In above |m〉 are the exact eigenvectors (|0〉 being ground-

state) of Ĥk with eigenvalues Em and c1σ ≡ ckσ and
c2σ ≡ ck+Qσ.

In the Fig. 2 we show spectral function around the
Fermi level for parameters providing ”bottom” topolog-
ical phase transition, i.e. for h = hb(V,U), for three se-
lected cases: uncorrelated, U = 0 and correlated, U = 1
and U = 2 ones. It is evident that the spectral gap closes
at the topological phase transition only for uncorrelated

FIG. 2. Plot of the spectral function in the vicinity of the
Fermi level along a high symmetry path (cf. inset) for values
of h = hb, i.e. at the topological phase transition. Note
the lack of a gap closing in the spectral function for non-zero
interaction strength. The spectral weight for bands visible in
the plot is close to 1.

states. Although surprising, this situation can be simply
explained.

Spectral function is a single particle property of the
system and as such tells us how the injected electron be-
haves in our system. That means that spectral function
holds the information about processes that involve ex-
citation that change the number of particles in the sys-
tem. On the other hand, as our analysis of the exact
many-body groundstate unveils, the first excited state in
the presence of interactions does not involve change of
electron number. Therefore, spectral function is unable
to capture crossing of the groundstate and first excited
state.

In this light, there is a natural question whether sin-
gle particle Green’s function in a correlated state beyond
Fermi liquid theory still contains enough information to
calculate Chern number. In the next subsection we affir-
matively answer this question.

B. Chern number from Green’s function

Here we calculate the Chern number of our system, fol-
lowing the approach in Ref. 27. In general words, one can
treat the inverse of Green’s function for zero frequency
as an effective low-energy single-particle Hamiltonian,

Heff =
∑

k∈RBZ

Heff
k =

∑
k∈RBZ

Gk(0)−1 (18)

In such a situation determination of the Chern number of
the true groundstate reduces to analysis of Heff (which
naturally is Hermitian - cf. Eq. (16)).

We first find eigenvectors and eigenvalues of effective
Hamiltonian

Heff
k |n(k)〉 = µn(k)|n(k)〉. (19)
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FIG. 3. Eigenenergies of effective low-energy single parti-
cle Hamiltonian around Fermi level for parameters providing
”bottom” topological phase transition, i.e. h = hb (cf. Eq.
(11)). Note absence of the gap closing.

Then the Chern number can be obtained as

C =
1

2π

∫
RBZ

d2k(∂kxAy − ∂kyAx) (20)

and where Ai = −i
∑
n(µn>0)〈n(k)|∂ki |n(k)〉.

We numerically confirm that the above approach gives
the same Chern numbers and phase borders as the ap-
proach utilizing true may-body groundstate presented in
Sec III. We note that although here spectral function is
unable to visualize inversion between groundstate and
first excited state, single-particle Green’s function nat-
urally holds information of the underlying groundstate,
and in principle its Chern number.

In the following we shall analyze more deeply proper-
ties of the low-energy effective Hamiltonian. We found
that the topological phase transition is again not associ-
ated with the bulk gap closing, as it is demonstrated in
Fig. 3, though clearly the system develops some kind of
singularity at X TRIM. To understand it in more details
in Fig 4 we plot bands around TRIM X just before and
after transition what confirms expectation that the phase
transition takes place through the singularity developed
by bands that is characterized by discontinuous jump of
eigen-energies at X.

This brings us to a following question: if topological
and trivial phases are not separated by gap closing, is
the topological phase inside the bulk separated from the
trivial ”outside”? To resolve this issue, in Fig. 5 we plot
bands provided by Heff but with the open boundaries
along y-direction and we obtain a rather standard sce-
nario. Namely, that edge states are not gaped and clearly
connect bands from below the gap with these from above
and their number per one edge agrees with the Chern
number.

15 π

16

π 17 π

16

-1

0

1

ky

E
k

h=hb-0.001

15 π

16

π 17 π

16

-1

0

1

ky

E
k

h=hb+0.001

FIG. 4. Bands provided by Heff around TRIM X i.e. for
kx = 0 (top panel) for h providing trivial state just before
transition and (bottom panel) for h realizing topological state
just after the transition. At the transition the system develops
a singularity in bands providing discontinuous jump at TRIM
X.

-π/2 0 π/2

-4

2

0

-2

4

kx

E

FIG. 5. Bands provided by Heff with open boundary condi-
tions in y-direction and for parameters providing topological
phase (hb(V = 0.5, U = 0.5) + 0.1). Edge states are clearly
visible.
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X

FIG. 6. Evolution of eigenenergies of Heff
k at TRIM X across

the topological phase transition with increasing h. Color de-
notes different parities of the eigenstates associated with plot-
ted eigenvalues. The topological phase transition takes place
through the singularity instead of energy level crossing. Pa-
rameters for the plot are U = V = 0.5.

C. Properties of Heff at TRIM

In this section we shall again leverage inversion sym-
metry as a good tool for determining phase transition be-
tween trivial and topological phases [26] with odd Chern
number. We start our analysis by finding the parity ope-
rator for the full Green’s function,

P =

1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1

 (21)

i.e. PĜk(iωm)P = Ĝ−k(iωm). The form of operator
P follows from the symmetry of the Rashba coupling in
H. Following approach presented in Refs. 26 and 27 we
note that zero-frequency single-particle Green’s function
at TRIMs is Hermitian, commutes with the parity oper-
ator and specifically for our situation reduces to

Ĝk∗i
(0) =


G1,1

k∗i ↑
(0) 0 G1,2

k∗i ↑
(0) 0

0 G1,1
k∗i ↓

(0) 0 G1,2
k∗i ↓

(0)

G2,1
k∗i ↑

(0) 0 G2,2
k∗i ↑

(0) 0

0 G2,1
k∗i ↓

(0) 0 G2,2
k∗i ↓

(0)

 (22)

Note that we can diagonalize above Green’s function with
a transformation that leaves the parity operator intact.
Transformed and subsequently inversed Green’s function
defines effective Hamiltonian at TRIM

Heff
k∗i

=


µk∗i ↑+ 0 0 0

0 µk∗i ↓+ 0 0
0 0 µk∗i ↑− 0
0 0 0 µk∗i ↓−

 (23)

where

(µk∗i σ±)−1 =
G1,1
σk∗+G2,2

σk∗

2
±

√(G1,1
σk∗+G2,2

σk∗

2

)2
+ |G1,2

σk∗ |2,

(24)
that still commutes with a parity operator Eq. (21), and
therefore both operators have common eigenvectors, i.e.,

Heff
k∗ |σ,±,k

∗〉 = µσ,±,k∗ |σ,±,k∗〉
P|σ,±,k∗〉 = ησ,k∗ |σ,±,k∗〉

(25)

Because of the inversion symmetry [26] we can define
invariant ν by

(−1)ν ≡
∏
k∗

∏
{σ,±}∈R−zero

η
1/2
σ,k∗ (26)

where R− zero is defined by eigenstates |σ,±〉 provid-
ing positive eigenvalue µσ,± > 0. In result we find that
the topological phase transition is signalled when invari-
ant ν changes between 0 and 1, i.e. when eigenvalues
for states with different parities change sign at TRIM.
In Fig. 6 we plot eigen-energies µσ,± for increasing field
h across the topological phase transition at h = hb and
we found, peculiar for the single particle picture, discon-
tinuous jump of eigen energies at the topological phase
transition, associated with a change of parities of states
with positive energies. Such behavior can be understood
on the following grounds. Although, at the topological
phase transition, the change of the ground state is con-
tinuous in energy, single particle lowest excitations are
characterized with vastly different energies which leads
to a discontinuity visible in Fig. 6.

V. SUMMARY

In the present work we have proposed the model in
which interplay between ionic potential, Zeeman split-
ting and Rashba spin-orbit interaction realizes quantum
anomalous Hall state. Moreover, we have studied the in-
fluence of the many-body interaction, introduced in the
Hatsugai Kohmoto spirit [18], on the stability of the topo-
logical phase by two complementary techniques lever-
aging the closed form of the ground state and Green’s
function approach. Interestingly, we have shown that in
the presence of correlations topological phase transition
is not accompanied with a gap closing in the spectral
function. To understand this feature, by considering the
inverse of zero frequency single-particle Green’s function
as an effective low-energy Hamiltonian, we demonstrated
that topological phase transition takes place through the
singularity at time reversal invariant momenta. In re-
sult our work constitutes an exactly treatable example
of a topological system where many-body interactions
lead to the partial breakdown of behavior expected from
single-particle theory.
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